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Abstract. The article briefly reviews bilingual Slovak-Bulgarian/BulgarianSlovak parallel and aligned corpus. The corpus is collected and developed as results of the collaboration in the frameworks of the joint research project between Institute of Mathematics and Informatics, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, and Ľ. Štúr Institute of Linguistics, Slovak Academy of Sciences. The multilingual corpora are large repositories of language data with an important role in
preserving and supporting the world's cultural heritage, because the natural language is an outstanding part of the human cultural values and collective
memory, and a bridge between cultures. This bilingual corpus will be widely
applicable to the contrastive studies of the both Slavic languages, will also be
useful resource for language engineering research and development, especially
in machine translation.
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Introduction

The multilingual digital resources are valuable multilingual dataset for language engineering research and development; they contribute to preserving and supporting the
multilingual and multicultural world heritage, of which language is an outstanding
part.
For many of the pair languages, so called low and medium density languages, there
are no multilingual or bilingual resources easily available for scientific community.
The parallel sentence-aligned Bulgarian-Slovak/Slovak-Bulgarian corpus is currently
developed in the framework of the joint research project between IMI–BAS and
ĽŠIL–SAS, coordinated by L. Dimitrova and R. Garabík. The corpus is widely applicable to the contrastive and terminology studies of the both Slavic languages and will
also be useful digital resource for machine translation research, for lexical and terminology databases and bilingual dictionaries development.
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2

Standards and Models for Corpora Encoding

In linguistics, a corpus or text corpus is a large and structured set (repository) of texts,
stored and proceed electronically. A corpus may contain texts in a single language
(monolingual corpus) or texts in multiple languages (multilingual corpus). Multilingual corpora, as great repositories of digital natural language data, are very useful for
preservation and support of language cultural heritage.
A multilingual corpus that consists of parallel texts (a text placed alongside its
translation or translations) is called a parallel corpus. An aligned parallel corpus is a
corpus containing relations between corresponding chunks of text of multiple languages. An alignment is the process of relating pairs of words, phrases, sentences or
paragraphs in the texts in different languages which are translation equivalent. Commonly, parallel corpora are aligned at the sentence level – the alignment aims to produce a set of corresponding sentences (original and its translation(s)). (One of the
most well-known examples of parallel text alignment is inscribed on the famous Rosetta stone.) The result of the alignment of two parallel texts is a merged document,
called usually bi-text, composed of both source- and target-language versions of a
given text that retains the original sentence order. The software tools, generating bitexts, are called alignment tools, or bi-text tools, which automatically align the original and translated versions of the same text. The tools generally match these two texts
sentence by sentence.
In order to make the corpora more useful for linguistic research, they are often subjected to a process known as annotation: corpus annotation is the process of adding
linguistic or structural information to a text of the corpus. An example of a corpus
annotation is part-of-speech tagging, or POS-tagging, in which information about
each word's part of speech (verb, noun, adjective, etc.) in the form of labels – tags – is
added to the words of the corpus. Another example of a linguistic annotation is indicating the lemma – the base form of each word. The structural annotation of a corpus
indicates the different structural levels of a corpus or text, for example, parts and
chapters of novels, sections of newspapers, articles of reference works, etc. The most
common division in this structural hierarchy is the paragraph. The structural annotation allows the texts in the two languages (Bulgarian/Slovak and vice versa) to be
aligned at the corresponding level in order to produce aligned bilingual corpora.
2.1

Bulgarian Parallel Corpora

Bulgarian digital multilingual resources were developed for the first time under multilingual research project MULTEXT-East (Multilingual Text Tools and Corpora for
Central and Eastern European Languages, MTE for short), (1995-1997). The MTE
project is a continuation of MULTEXT project (Multilingual Text Tools and Corpora), [8], that produced the language resources for six western European languages
(Dutch, English, French, German, Italian, and Spanish) and a freely available set of
extensible, coherent, and language independent tools for natural language processing
(NLP).
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MTE project developed significant language resources for six Central and Eastern
European languages: Bulgarian, Czech, Estonian, Hungarian, Romanian, Slovene, as
well as for English [1]. Three of these languages belong to the Slavic language group:
Bulgarian, Czech, and Slovene. The MTE digital lexical resources include a dataset of
language specific resources and multilingual MTE corpus, produced as a wellstructured and lemmatized CES-corpus [8, 9]. The MTE project has succeeded in
providing foundational resources for work in language engineering in Bulgarian, for
morphological, grammatical, semantic or other research, or as the basis for development of new applications in NLP.
Recently created Bulgarian-Polish [4] and Bulgarian-Polish-Lithuanian [5] parallel
corpora follow the MTE model for the development of parallel corpora.
2.2

Slovak Parallel Corpora

The first bilingual parallel corpus has been the Slovak-Russian parallel corpus, produced as a common project of ĽŠIL and Saint-Petersburg State University [7], accessible through a web interface. It was later followed by the parallel Slovak-French
corpus [12], using very similar structure and interface. Both of these corpora are
lemmatized and POS tagged.
The Slovak-Czech parallel corpus contains mostly translations of fiction between
Czech and Slovak (in both directions), with a small part of independent translations
from other languages (75 % English, the rest German, Polish, Italian, French and
Ancient Greek) into both Czech and Slovak. Both Czech and Slovak parts of the corpus are morphologically analyzed and lemmatized with the morče software, the
Czech part uses the tagset used in the Czech National Corpus.
The Slovak-English corpus consists of original English language fiction and their
Slovak translations. The texts were obtained from various sources; the bulk of the
Slovak translations were already collected in the Slovak National Corpus, some of
them were scanned, OCRed and then proofread. A small amount of OCR-induced
errors remained in the texts, but presumably, it will not have significant effects on the
overall corpus quality. The Slovak texts are automatically morphologically annotated
with the same tagset as in the Slovak National Corpus. The English texts are lemmatized and POS-tagged, using the TreeTagger software [11].
All these parallel corpora use the Hunalign software for the alignment [13].

3

Description and Current Content of Bilingual BulgarianSlovak/Slovak-Bulgarian Corpus

The parallel and aligned Bulgarian-Slovak/Slovak-Bulgarian corpus is currently
developed as language resource for the research and development of machine and
human translation systems, language analysis, automatic term extraction, semantic
analysis, supervised and unsupervised NLP tools training, incl. for machine translation. All collected texts in this corpus are texts published in and distributed over the
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Internet, so copyright issues for the texts are not a concern. The recent version of the
corpus is available via a web interface at http://korpus.sk:8090/.
3.1

Specific Features of Bulgarian and Slovak Languages

These two Slavic languages exhibit some specific features, occurring repeatedly in
several categories. First, there are different orthography traditions – the corpora are
based on written languages and the orthography forms an inseparable part of language
analysis. Another significant feature is the analytic character of Bulgarian, and the
synthetic character of Slovak. Old-Bulgarian had an elaborate case system but in the
process of evolution from a synthetic (inflectional language) to an analytic (flectional)
language Bulgarian has lost most of the traditional old Slavic case system. Bulgarian
case forms were replaced with combinations of different prepositions with a common
case form. Bulgarian has a grammatical structure closer to English or the Neo-Latin
languages than other Slavic languages. Bulgarian indicates also some innovations
such as a rich system of verbal forms, and a definite article that is morphological indicator of the grammatical category determination (definiteness) – one of the most important grammatical characteristics of the modern Bulgarian language, whereas the
other Slavic languages lack the definiteness attributes altogether.
The differences between Bulgarian and Slovak morphology specification were analyzed: these differences can be caused either by inherent language dissimilarities, or
to different way of analyzing morphology in traditional grammars. All the parts of
speech category for Bulgarian and Slovak, with emphasis on the differences of the
MTE morphology tagset [10], were analyzed in detail [3].
3.2

Structure of the Corpus

The corpus currently contains translations of fiction in both languages, either from
Slovak into Bulgarian or from Bulgarian into Slovak. The main part of parallel corpus
contains texts in other languages translated into both Bulgarian and Slovak. The corpus consists of two subcorpora: direct and translated [2].
The direct Bulgarian–Slovak parallel subcorpus consists of original texts in Bulgarian, such as novels and short stories by Bulgarian writers and their translation in
Slovak, and original texts in Slovak, such as literary works by Slovak writers and
their translation in Bulgarian.
The translated Bulgarian–Slovak parallel subcorpus consists of Bulgarian and
Slovak translations of literary works in third language.
3.3

Bulgarian-Slovak/Slovak-Bulgarian Corpus – Parallel and Aligned

The Bulgarian–Slovak/Slovak-Bulgarian corpus contains parallel texts, aligned at the
sentence level. To align the text on sentence level wе used the Hunalign software. The
program foresees the use of a corresponding bilingual dictionary to ensure a higher
accuracy of the alignment; however, no such dictionary has been available for the use
with the corpus.
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The corpus contains 376 200 words in parallel texts, aligned at the paragraph level
and at the sentence level. The set of aligned texts includes two Bulgarian novels:
Dimitar Dimov’s Doomed Souls (Осъдени души) and Pavel Vezhinov’s The Barrier
(Бариерата) and their Slovak translations, the novel of Slovak writer Klára Jarunková The silent wolf’s brother (Brat mlčanlivého vlka) and its Bulgarian translation, the
Slovak and Bulgarian translations of Jaroslav Hašek’s The Good Soldier Švejk.
The following tables present some examples of aligned sentences (without a dictionary) of the parallel and aligned corpus:
Table 1. Slovak original and Bulgarian translation of Jarunková’s The silent wolf’s brother
To sa teda rozhodne múdrejšie dá stráviť čas so Strážom a Bojom .
Така че много по ‐ мъдро е да прекараш времето си със Страж и Бой .
Keď som bežal od potoka , náročky som bral zákrutu poza chatu .
Като се връщах тичешком от потока , взех нарочно завоя зад хижата .
Pri ľadovni obyčajne ležia , aby sa skryli pred slnkom , pretože bernardíny najväčšmi na svete
nenávidia teplo .
Обикновено те лежат край ледника , крият се от слънцето , защото от всичко на света
бернардините най ‐ много мразят топлината .
V lete úplne schudnú a sú celé utrápené od strachu , že už nikdy neuvidia sneh .
През лятото съвсем отслабват и се измъчват от страх , че никога вече няма да видят
сняг.
Table 2. Bulgarian original and Slovak translation of Vezhinov’s The Barrier
Тя сякаш изчезна в някакъв пад , после отново се появи .
Akoby sa bola odrazu pohrúžila do hlbokej vody a potom sa opäť vynorila .
– Аз съм била на един ваш концерт .
– Bola som raz na vašom koncerte .
И знаете ли какво ми направи най - силно впечатление ? . . .
A viete , čo ma najväčšmi zaujalo ? . . .
Вашата безупречна , изящна логика .
Vaša bezchybná , skvelá logika .
Table 3. Slovak and Bulgarian translations of J. Hašek’s novel The Good Soldier Švejk
„ Má ich tam byť dvanásť , “ povedal Švejk , keď si upil.
- Трябваше да са дванадесет - рече Швейк , като отпи.
„ Prečo myslíte dvanásť ? “ opýtal sa Bretschneider.
- Защо пък дванадесет ? - запита Бретшнайдер.
„ Aby to išlo do počtu , do tucta , lepšie sa to ráta a na tucty je to vždy lacnejšie , “ odpovedal
Švejk.
- За по - лесно , като са дузина , по - лесно се броят , пък и на дузини всичко е по евтино - отговори Швейк.

4

Applications of Bilingual Corpus

The corpora are the main base of knowledge in corpus linguistics. The digital bilingual corpora are widely applicable to the contrastive studies of Slavic languages [6].
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The structural annotation allows the texts in the two languages (Bulgarian/Slovak and
vice versa) to be aligned at the corresponding level in order to produce aligned bilingual corpora. Currently, the corpus is automatically aligned at the sentence level
without the help of a bilingual dictionary.
The aligned at the sentence level parallel corpora give more correct approach – in
contrastive studies, we are not comparing “word” with “word”, we compare wordforms in a broader context, which allows us to obtain the word's meaning. Such corpora are prerequisite for contrastive studies or other linguistics research, and can also
be used for searching/extracting of linguistic information. There one could find and
extract many examples of a word's usage because the corpus provides samples of the
word's meaning and usage in a wide context.
The main area of application of the corpora is language translation. The new developments are mainly in the direction of computer means to support the translators in
their activities. The bilingual aligned corpora are valuable resources for many NLP
applications: in systems for machine-aided human translation, for machine translation
research; and can be also used as a translation database and language learning materials for training of translators – human and programming tools.
The web-presented bilingual aligned corpora are oriented both to human and machine users and are available for a wide area of applications: corpora and frequency
lists derived from them are useful for language teaching. Recently, the aligned corpora serve as a basis for development of new applications in multilingual digital libraries.
In addition, the aligned corpora are the best resource for the development of biand multilingual lexical or terminological databases, different kinds of digital dictionaries, and other special type of lists, namely concordances.
A concordance is a list of occurrences of a given (specified) word or phrase used in
given large text, a book or a corpus, together with their immediate context.
Concordances have many applications in contrastive studies: they are used for
comparison of different uses of the same word (in a different context) and for creating
indexes and lists of words; in a keyword analysis and analysis of the frequency of
words; to locate and analyze phrases and idioms in a given text; to find the translation
of the essential elements of text, such as terms (in multilingual texts).
A dialogue box of the request for searching in Bulgarian–Slovak/Slovak-Bulgarian
corpus is presented at the Fig.1:
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Fig. 1. Web search interface – a dialogue box in Bulgarian: searching the wordform дойде

The result of the request execution (some of the concordances of the wordform дойде
of Bulgarian verb дойда /come, arrive/) follow at the Fig. 2:

Fig. 2. Concordances of the Bulgarian wordform дойде in the corpus
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Fig. 3. Concordances of the Slovak noun človek /man, person/ in the corpus

5

Future Work

Future work will focus on the interface: to ensure an efficient visualization of these
massive and humanities relevant data. A creation of a web page for presentation of the
parallel bilingual digital resources, with appropriate trilingual interface in Bulgarian,
Slovak and English for easy access to the corpus, is envisaged.
In order to achieve reasonable quality of the corpus, the alignment should be as
precise as possible. The project aims to create a small experimental bilingual Bulgarian-Slovak/Slovak-Bulgarian dictionary (several thousand words) suitable for automatic alignment of the bilingual corpus.
We will also continue the enlargement and the enrichment of the first BulgarianSlovak parallel and aligned corpus (in volume and by additional annotated information).
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6

Conclusion

Parallel corpora are the most effective means for the creation of bi- and multilingual
dictionaries and contrastive grammars. This is of great importance not only for language confrontation, but also for the typology of the studied languages. One has to
remember that parallel corpora comprise direct material for the evaluation of translations and their analysis will bring out the improvement of the quality of both traditional, human translation, and machine translation. Besides, texts extracted from parallel or aligned corpora prove the necessity of evaluating translations: it is common
that in translation words get omitted or word meanings get changed.
The parallel and aligned corpora are successfully used as language materials for the
training of translators, as well as in education – for language learning in schools and
universities. That is why online free-use parallel texts are also useful educational resource.
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